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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION
Nepal is a part of the Indian sub-continent, not only from the geographical but also
from the cultural point of view. Indian culture has deeply influenced in particular the
valley of Kathmandu, which is Nepal in the proper sense of the word. In contrast with
the neighbouring mountainous area, where people live in small villages, this large and
fertile valley is able to support larger numbers of people, and life in cities has been possible from the first centuries A.D. onwards. Since that time the Indian religions, Hinduism
and Buddhism, have been present in the region and they are still the main religions in
Nepal today.
Because of its geographical situation a t the foot of the Himslayas, Nepal has the position of a borderland. As such it not only shares in Indian cultural developments, but
is also linked with a cultural pattern which belongs to the people inhabiting the Himalayan range. The original inhabitants of the valley are at least partly related to the Tibetans and other groups living in the mountain range of the Himalayas and they speak a
Tibeto-Burmese language. These people, the Newars, are to a great extent responsible
for the culture of Nepal as we know it today. Newar culture, although thoroughly Indianized, has retained certain elements which are non-Indian and which seem to belong to
the cultural background of the Himalayan peoples. Particular traits in the religion of
Nepal form part of this Newar heritage. Some of these are Indianized, but others have
continued to exist in a pure Newar form.
As a borderland of India, Nepal has also preserved many cultural aspects which have
long ago disappeared from India itself. As Bendall puts it, the remoteness of the country
as well as its political and religious isolation are the cause of many archaisms that have
survived up to the present time.
These two factors - on the one hand, the cultural background of the Newars as a
Himalayan people and, on the other, the existence of religious archaisms-result in a
picture of the religion and iconography of Nepal that is different from that of the rest
of the Indian sub-continent.
The historical period in Nepal begins with the Licchaci-kings, who ruled the country
from about 400 to 750 A.D. Contacts with northern India were very close, as the Licchavis
were related to the Indian Gupta dynasty by marriage. Sanskrit was adopted as the
literary language in Nepal, as appears from the inscriptions in Gupta-characters dating
from the fifth century onwards. By this time the city of Patan, which was planned as a
Buddhist city, had been founded. The city was surrounded by four Buddhist monuments
(stzZpas) a t the four cardinal points and it had one stzipa in the centre. The four sltipas
of the four points (XXVa) are still there. Their archaic form is reminiscent of the Indian
stzZ$as of the first centuries B.C., and tradition has it that these st~Zpaswere built by the
Indian emperor ASoka in the third century B.C. This tradition, ho\vever, belongs rather
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to legend than to history. Another ancient centre of Buddhism was Carumati (Chab~hil)
near Kathmandu. This place is also traditionally connected with ASoka, but probably
dates from a much later time. Several sculptures in Gupta-style found in ChBbShil indicate
that there was a Buddhist community here round-about the fifth century. I t seems that
Buddhism had a strong position in this period, next to the worship of the Hindu-gods
Visnu and Siva.
There was a shrine on the hill of Chsngu Ngrgyana, where sculptures of V i ~ n uhave been
found. These date from the Licchavi-period. According to an inscription, the first historical monarch of Nepal, Msnadeva I (fifth century A.D.) ordered a stone pillar and
images of V i ~ n uto be erected in an ancient Visnu-shrine. Another hill became a centre
of Siva-worship, where Siva was worshipped as PaSupati.
The Buddhist and Hindu sculptures of this period are not inferior in quality to the
best of the Indian sculptures of the same time. This indicates that the KathmanduValley
was not a backward cultural area [25].
In the course of the next period, when Nepal was ruled by the Thskuris and the early
Mallas (750-1480), Buddhism and Hinduism continued to maintain their positions in
Nepal, but after the year 1000 Sivaism became more and more important. This rise of
Sivaism was due to similar developments in India. Ascetic movements, among them that
of the Ngthayogins, spread to Nepal and became powerful promotors of the worship
of h a . The Ngthayogin sect under the leadership of Gorahknath (circa twelfth century
A.D.) has left its mark on Nepalese religion up to the present day. Several festivals were
influenced by Sivaism and consequently renamed. An example of this is the national
festival of the god Matsyendran5tha, named after the mythical founder of the Nsthayogin
sect. Formerly this festival was celebrated in honour of the Newar deity Buligadyo, who
was associated with the Buddhist Bodhisattva AvalokiteSvara. The influence of the
NZthayogins is also visible in several names of sacred places ending in -nith, even Buddhist
ones, for example, BodhnZth, Svayambhiinsth.
One result of this development was that Buddhism was seriously weakened. In particular, monastic life received a severe check, and in some cases monks were forced to marry,
to establish families and t o take over Hindu customs. The strength of Hinduism appears
from the official introduction of the caste system and the incorporation of the Buddhists
as a separate caste. At the end of this period, the monasteries were no longer inhabited
by monks, but had become the dwellings of Buddhist families.
A new development from India, moreover, gave prominence to a new aspect of Hinduism
and Buddhism, namely a way to reach salvation by using ritual and psychological techniques. The literary works in which these rituals have been laid down are the Tantras
and the movement is called Tantrism. I t played a prominent part in the Indian religion
of this period and led to a tendency to syncretism in particular between Sivaism and
Buddhism, as the distinction between the two religions became less important than the
knowledge of certain techniques which could bring final liberation. Groups of yogins
and "masters" of Tantrism (ZcZrya, siddha) spread these systems to countries outside
India, including Nepal and Tibet. Eight Siddhas are particularly worshipped in Nepal;
this is clear from frequent representations of the group in paintings and wood-carvings.
The influence of the great Indian centres of Tantric Buddhism, such as Nalanda and
VikramaSila, is also clear from the nanles of the Nepalese monasteries, such as the J'ikramaSilavihZra (Thambshi) in Kathmandu.
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religious authorization. The king also attends the festival of Matsyendranatha in Patan
and pays homage to the symbol of Siva in the shrine of Paiupatiniith.
In 1951 the political power of the Rang-family, members of which ruled the country
from 1845 onwards instead of the king, was broken and King Tribhuvan Bir Bikranl
Jung Bahadur obtained de facto supreme authority. From that year onwards Nepal has
abandoned its policy of isolation and accepted an increasingly modern way of life.

CHAPTER TWO

THE RELIGIOUS HERITAGE O F THE NEWARS
I t is difficult to say with certainty what is part of the original religion of the Newars,
and what belongs t o the Hindu or Buddhist traditions coming from India. Hinduism
and Buddhism are so much entangled with religious life of Nepal and have been for such
a long time that it is hardly possible to distinguish between "original" and "Indian"
forms of religiosity. There are nevertheless certain characteristics in the Nepalese religion which are not particularly Hindu or Buddhist or which cannot be satisfactorily
explained in terms of syncretism. They seem to point to a common Newar heritage,
which has been adopted by Hinduism or Buddhism or by both. These elements of Newar
culture have been provided with names and forins belonging to Hinduism and Buddhism,
but they have continued to exist as something typically Newar. Certain forms of worship
-a number of rituals, festivals and ceremonies-are part of the religious life of every
Newar, Buddhist or Hindu, not by reason of the blurring of the dividing lines between
Buddhism and Hinduism in Nepal, but because of a common Newar background.
The Newars have kept, for instance, the memory of their ancient sacred places, a t the
same time continuing to be Hindus or Buddhists. The result is that, in certain places,
Buddhist as well as Hindu images can be found by the side of other symbols of the presence of divine power. This does not mean that Buddhism and Hinduism have become
more or less one religion, but rather that both religions have left their marks on these
places, in other words that every Newar, Buddhist or Hindu, can worship his own gods
in the common sacred place.

Springs and Ponds
Springs situated at the foot of hills or mountains are particularly holy in Nepal and
are worshipped by Hindus as well as Buddhists. Sculptures and images belonging to both
religions have been set up to marlc the sacred character of the place. Near GodPvari
(Ia), in the southern part of the Kathmandu Valley, there is a spring at the foot of a hill
and a sacred pond, where the Buddhists worship Vasundhars, the goddess of the earth,
and the Hindus pay homage to the goddess Srilaksmi. Images of the Buddha are found
next to sculptures of Siva, GaneSa, V i ~ n uand others. People also in fact worship the
spring itself and the water of the pond in front of it. There is an opening or cleft in the
rock near the spring, around which a small shrine has been erected in honour of the divine
power providing water for the spring. There are quite a number of such holy springs in
Nepal, where primarily the water that comes out of the earth is \vorshipped, irrespective
of the Hindu god after whom the place may subsequently have been named. They are
described in some literary ~vorks,such as the NepSlamBh5tmya [35] and the Svayambhilpurana [14]arid they are to be visited by every one who wants to acquire religious
merit. Most of them have been associated with a particular Hindu or Buddhist deity and
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they have become the scene of a certain mythological event connected with him. GodZvari
is for the Buddhists the place where the Bodhisattva MafijuSri rested when he visited the
valley.
One of the most important of these so-called tirthas is Gosainkunda, the pond (ku?da)
of the Hindu god Siva. Another name for it is Sivahluti. I t is situated outside the valley
in the first high mountain-range of the Himalayas. The place is frequented by yogins
and others who want to bathe in its holy water (11). Two rocks submerged in the water
are believed to represent Siva's body and are worshipped as JalaSayana Mahiideva (the
great god lying in the water). A painting in a Buddhist monastery in Kathmandu (the
Itumbaha) pictures this lake of Siva, and the god Siva lying in the water [30].
Another name of the place is Nilakantha, which is one of Siva's epithets and refers to
the myth with which this pond is connected. I n Indian mythology it is said that, in
primordial times, the gods and the demons together were churning the ocean in order to
obtain the drink of immortality (amyta). During the process a dangerous poison was set
free and immediately swallowed by Siva. But the god could not manage to get the powerful poison down his throat, which turned dark-blue (nilakantha). He then tried to get
rid of the poison by running to the HimZlaya and bathing in the cold water of this lake.
In this way Siva came to lie in the water. The name JalaSayana (lying in the water) is,
however, connected with V i ~ n u ,and the posture of the recumbent Siva is very similar
to that of the sleeping V i ~ n ulying on the snake Ananta.
According to tradition the waters of Gosainkunda are connected with two ponds in
the valley of Kathmandu, one in Patan near the temple of KumbheSvara, and one in a
place called Balaju. The ancient name of BZlSju was also Nilakantha, or ParameSvara
Pranzli, that is, the fountain of Siva [30]. Situated a t the foot of a hill, there is a row of
twenty-two spouts, the water from which is lead to several ponds, one of which with an
image of a god lying in the water (Ib). Because of the connection with the lake at Gosainkunda the image in the water is meant as a duplicate of the figure of Siva Nikalantha,
: figure holds a lotus and a conch in his two
but the iconography also points to V i ~ n u the
lower hands, which are Visnu's attributes; the two upper hands have a rosary and a
water pot, which are symbols belonging to Siva. Of the signs painted on its forehead, the
three stripes are a sign of Siva, but the symbol in the centre is Visnu's. The image seems
t o be an unusual combination of the two gods.
The sculptor gave the image not only two of Visnu's attributes, but also depicted it
recumbent upon a snake, thus making a V i ~ n ulying on Ananta, known as V i ~ n uJalaSayana.
A complete Visnu JalaSayana is found in another pond situated at Narasimhasthgna,
which is a similar kind of tirtlza. This place is now called Biidha Nilaltantha, the relationship with Balaju being expressed in its name of Nilakantha. The image in the pond is even
larger than the one at Balaju and it became subsequently known as the "big" or "old"
(bGdha = Sanskrit: vyddha, old) Nilakantha, whereas the other was called the "small"
or "young" (bala, young) Nilakantha. Both images date from the seventh century A.D.
[30] and the BalZju image is not a later copy of the Biidha Nilakantha one, as is commonly
believed. I n this Visnuite context, the image of V i ~ n ulying on the snake Ananta or Sesa
refers to another Indian myth, in which the beginning of a new world period is related.
Between two world-periods, the god Visnu Niirayana lies upon a snake on the primordial
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waters. He is the only one existing and he is asleep. When the world is to be created anew,
a lotus rises from Vi~nu'snavel, and upon this lotus the god Brahms appears as a demiurge.
The image of V i ~ n usleeping on the primordial waters is a rendering in sculpture of this
myth of creation.
The whole complex of iconography and mythology round these springs and ponds
may easily obscure the fact that it is solely the water that gives the place its sacred character. In spite of the overwhelming presence of Hinduism, it is significant that Buddhists
also worship these places and have accordingly set up Buddhist sculptures, for instance
at Balsju, as a testimony to the Buddhists' interest in the place. Like Godavari and other
sacred springs, Bslaju and Biidha Nilakantha comply with the structure of a sacred
spring. I t is situated a t the foot of a hill and provided with a number of ponds, so that the
worshippers can bathe in its holy water and acquire religious merit. The sacred character
of the water is indicated by the images of Siva or Visnu lying in the water and its iconography, referring to the primordial waters out of which the world has been created.
In other ponds, the presence of holy water is marked, for instance, by the Sivaliriga,
placed in the middle of the pond. The liliga is the aniconic symbol of Siva, and in this
context refers to another myth of creation, in which the linga is a flaming pillar rising
out of the waters.
All these iconographical variants represent the different possibilities of the influence
of Indian religions on the ancient sacred places of the Newars.
T h e W o r s h i p of Stones
In addition to a large number of images representing Hindu and Buddhist deities,
the Nepalese people worship various types of unhewn stones. Everywhere in the streets
and the squares of the towns, in the monasteries and temples and in the country-side one
finds stones serving as objects of worship. Some of them seem to have no particular religious
significance for most of the time, but on certain occasions, which are connected with
religious events in a family, a district or the whole town, they come to life and are painted
red as a sign of their being worshipped [3].
The basis of this stone-worship is not so much the stone itself, but the spot where the
stone has been erected. They are to be found on corners and crossings of streets, near
thresholds or at the entrance of palaces or temples or on the outskirts of towns or cities.
These places are considered to be dangerous because of the presence of demoniacal potvers
and are therefore marked by particular types of stones. The demons have to be pacified
and worshipped by presenting offerings near these stones in order to prevent them from
doing harm to the people. In particular, when somebody has fallen ill or in case of death,
the presence of the demons is felt and offerings are to be made.
Several types of stones can be distinguished, having slightly different functions. There
are stones which have been inserted into the pavement of the street. These are called
dhoka. There are also flat stones, also inserted into the pavement and erect stones standing
a t corners or in other particularly dangerous places, where demons are thought to come
together. They have partly retained their original Newar functions and names and play
a part in particular religious Newar family occasions, for instance, when the deity of the
family (kuladevatii) is to be worshipped [5].
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Others have the names of Hindu deities, mostly of GaneSa or Bhairava, who are popular
protector gods in Nepal. The unhewn stone is treated in exactly the same way as the
sculptured image of GaneSa (IIIb). Little shrines have been erected over them and people
make daily offerings. Rows of such unhewn stones are frequently worshipped as representing the Hindu "MothersJ' (mfitykfi), a group of seven or eight goddesses with rlemoniacal traits (IV a, b). Flat stones may be associated with Bhairava. I n general the stones
and the unnamed demons connected with them have been partly. transformed into minor
Hindu deities with demoniacal features.
Another category is formed by cavities [3j in stones or walls. The hollow in a wall of
a house or a shrine is worshipped as a place from which the gods emerge. The divine
character of this cavity is often stressed by a sculptural arch in the form of a tympanum
that can be seen over the cavity, on the same spot as it is found over an image. In the
wall of the CandeSvari temple in Banepa a dark-blue figure of Bhairava (V) with eight
arms and many demoniacal features is painted around four cavities in such a way that
one cavity is right in the middle of his forehead, and the other three appear on his navel
and his knees. This figure of the terrifying Bhairava protects the wall against evil influences. These cavities are called nasaz~pain NewZri and, like the stones mentioned
above, seem to form part of the cultural background of the Newars, which is only partly
Indianized.
These types of stones can also be found on or near sacred hills, which were ancient
cultic places of the Newars. On the hill of Svayambhfin2th near Kathmandu-one of
the most sacred places of Nepal, in particular for the Buddhists-there
are a number
of unhewn stones. Some of them are on the pavement of the terrace round the stiipa
and others are sunken in the terrace or placed in small shrines. The stones have been
associated with the fire, wind, water and earth and are called Agnipura (city of fire),
VZyupura (city of wind), Vasupura (city of earth) and NZgapura (city of snakes, which
represent the element water). The stones are, however, of the same type of unhewn stones
that are worshipped everywhere in the valley by the Newars (IIIa). Similar stones are
found in the court-yards of temples, for instance in front of the temple of the White
Matsyendranatha in Kathmandu (VIc), where the stone has been transformed into a
kind of stzZpa.
Gutschow and Kolver [ g ; IO] have demonstrated that Bhaktapur is protected on the
outside by a series of eight sacred places on the top of hills covered ~ v i t henormous trees.
The main object of cult is a row of unhewn stones (IVa, b), xvhich became associated with
one of thc Hindu "Mothers" or Miitykas. The hills were probably ancient cultic places
of the Newars, who paid homage to the presence of the divine powers marlced by groups
of unhewn stones. The stones are not only associated \vith the Hindu MZtylcZs, but also
with AjimZ, a goddess of Newar origin. Ajimii is worshipped in case of small-pox and as
mch she may be called HZriti by the Buddhists and SitnlZ by the Hindus. She has also
bcen associated ~ v i t hdeath ancl cremation-grounds outside the city. She may be represented by cultic images with a particular iconography [29j, namely, a heavily built stature,
full breasts, and a sitting posture, but she is frequently worshipped by means of unhexvn
stoncs. Many places of cult where the BIatyltas are xvorsliipped also bear tlie nainc of
AjimS. I t seems that these different types of stones were thc main cultic objects of the
Nc~varsbefore Indian influence brought images to Nepal.
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Festivals [z]
Among a large number of festivals, for the most part Hindu, two important feasts
must be mentioned, namely that of Matsyendranatha and the ceremonies surrounding
the "Living Goddess" Kumsri, as they are probably connected with the religious heritage
of the Newars.
Matsyendranatha [15] has become one of the most important national deities in Nepal.
At the beginning of the monsoon, there is a great festival consisting of initial ceremonies,
drawing a chariot with an image of Matsyendranatha through the streets of the city of Patan
and the display of a piece of garment which is believed to have belonged to him. The main
object is to secure the coming of the rains that are vital for the prosperity of the valley.
I t seerns that the name of Matsyendranstha, which is also another name for Siva as
well as the name of the first exponent of the sect of the Nsthayogins, was later added
to this festival under the influence of the rise of Sivaism in the eleventh and twelfth
centuries. There is evidence that the festival existed a t least in the seventh century, when
it was sanctioned by King Narendradeva. The centre of the festival was, and still is,
Patan and Bungamati near Patan and the name of the deity a t the time was Bungadeva
LokeSvara, Bungadyo being the original Newari name and LokeSvara the name of the
Bodhisattva AvalokiteSvara with whom Bungadeva had been associated. I t is possible
that the Buddhist elements in the iconography of Matsyendranatha come from this
earlier stage of the cult, in which a rain-god, Bungadyo, was taken to be the same as the
Bodhisattva AvalokiteSvara.
In Nepal, Matsyendranatha is generally depicted as this Bodhisattva in his form as
Padmapani, that is, holding a lotus in his left hand. His image is to be found in the interior
of the shrine of the so-called Red Matsyendranstha in Patan and of the White Matsyendranstha in Kathmandu. This difference in colour also points to AvalokiteSvara, who can
be represented either as red or as white.
The temple of the White Matsyendranstha in Kathmandu (VIa) is full of representations of AvalokiteSvara, who is painted in his 108 forms on the templewalls, and whose
images in bronze have been set up on top of the stone pillars in front of the temple, together with images of his consort Tar5 (VIb). A peculiarity of the temple in Kathmandu
is the big white stone lying under a canopy in front of the temple (IrIc).
Apart from the white stone, the iconography of the shrine of the White Matsyendranstha in Kathmandu is completely Buddhist and only the name of Matsyendranatha
makes it differ from a shrine of AvalokiteSvara. Moreover, the temple is situated in a
large court-yard, which was formerly part of a Buddhist monastery.
The temple of the Red RlatsyendranStha (I'IIa) in Patan was also formerly part of
a Buddhist monastery. The ima&
the god in the iconography of AvalokiteSvara can
be found right over the entrance (VIIb) to the court-yard. There are also signs of Hinduism, such as the images on top of the pillars standing on a platform in front of the
temple. There are nine pillars supporting the bronze images of various animals (an elephant, a horse, a fish, a peacock, the bird Garuda (XIIIa), a snake, a bull and a lion),
whereas the ninth pillar supports statues of the five Hindu-gods standing on their respective mounts. I t may be suggested that these animals are the symbols of the nine leading
ascetics of the sect of the Niithayogins, who were identified with Hindu gods such as Siva,
Pgrvati, GaneSa, and others.
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Patan and Bungamati are the centres of the cult of Matsyendrangtha in his aspect
of a rain-bringing deity. The god is annually brought from Bungamati to Patan in a
chariot. One of the culminating points in the festival is the showing of a. cloth (blzoto),
which is taken to be the garment of Matsyendrangtha [IS].
At this moment the king of Nepal comes to the chariot in order to show his respect
for Matsyendraniitha. The cloth is shown a t the four cardinal points. This showing of
the cloth may be connected with a Buddhist festivity, which is still celebrated in Nepal
and which is called Bahi Dyo Boyegu, "looking at the gods in the Vihgras (monasteries)".
I t consists of displaying the sacred relics belonging to the various monasteries, including
ancient images, Buddhist texts, narrative paintings, ancient costumes, etc. The showing
of the garment of Matsyendrangtha may be a Buddhist element in the festival, which
may take as long as two weeks. I t repeats the mythical event of the bringing of the god
Matsyendraniitha from his mountain to the city of Patan. The Buddhist version of this
occurence gives us the story of a long period of drought lasting twelve years. At last the
king, Narendra Deva, followed the advice of a priest to go to Mount Kapotala and worship
AvalokiteSvara. The Bodhisattva was then brought from his mountain to Patan by the
king and his priest in a procession.
drought
In the Hindu version, the influence of the Nsthayogins is noticeable-the
is attributed to Gorakhngth, the first leader of the sect, who is believed to have caused
it by capturing the rain-bringing snake-gods (the nzgas) and keeping them prisoner. Only
Matsyendraniitha, his divine teacher, who was to be brought from his mountain to the place
where Gorakhngth stayed, could force him to rise from his feet and to set the snakes free.
The recurring theme is the bringing of a deity from the mountain to the valley in order
to secure the coming of the annual rains. I t is tempting t o see in this element the origin
of the whole festival, which perhaps began as a ritual procession to the rain-god on the
mountain in order to bring him to the valley for worship, so that the rains would come
in time. The Buddhist and Hindu elements may be considered as later developments.
Near the royal palace in Kathmandu is a house (VIIIa) inhabited by the "Living
Goddess" Kumari [I ; 21. She is a young girl who has not yet reached the age of puberty
and who is selected at the age of two or three years. Unless some unfavourable signs are
discovered on her she remains ill function until she starts menstruating. Then she becomes
an ordinary girl again, and a new Kumari is to be chosen. Every day she is worshipped
by all kinds of people, Hindu as well as Buddhist, who bring presents to her, while she
is seated on her throrie in the shrine situated on the first floor of the house. Oilljr on the
occasion of certain festivals is she allowed to leave the house, lvhen she is carried in a
chariot through the streets of the city, dressed and made up like a goddess.
Kumgri is considered to be an incarnation of the Hindu goddess Durga in her function
of tutelary goddess of the royal fanlily arid is called Taleju Bhavani. Legend has it that
one of the Malla kings, Pral<;lSa Malla, institutionalized the worship of I<umZri, aftcr
Taleju Bhavani had announced that she u,ould only appear to him in the form of a young
girl of a Buddhist family, who from then onivards had to be worshipped by the king as
his tutelary goddess. From that time onwards, every new king had to worship ICumari
as one of his first acts. On the occasion of the festival of IndrayatrS, the king llad also
to pay a visit to Kumari in order to receive tlie red dot (6Lkii) on his forehead from her.
This enabled him to obtain the protection of Kumari for another year.
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As a living Durgii, she is selected on Durgapijjii, Durgii's great festival in October or
November. One of the tests she has to undergo is that she should remain unperturbed
when brought into the court-yard adjacent to the Taleju Bhavini temple in the royal
palace, where a large number of heads of buffaloes just slaughtered are placed in rows.
The offering of buffaloes is customary on DurgBpfijB, as Durgii's greatest deed was the
slaying of the buffalo-demon Mahisa. Being Durgii, who is accustomed to buffalo offerings,
KumSri should be used to the sight. Like Durgii, Kumiiri has a third eye painted on her
forehead.
Although a Hindu goddess, she is also connected with Buddhism. She is chosen from
a number of candidates, all coming from the leading Buddhist families, and she lives in
a house which is a former Buddhist monastery. I t may be possible that king PrakaSa
Malla gave sanction t o an already existing cult, in vogue with the Newar Buddhists.The
character of this worship and the original function of this young goddess may be derived
from the particular powers attributed to her. Even now, she is worshipped mainly in
order to cure bleeding and infectious diseases. She may, however, also cause these illnesses. For example, she can cause vomiting, bleeding or a miscarriage in a person who
looks into her eyes. When Kumiiri herself is bleeding, because of loss of teeth or injuries,
or when she reaches puberty, she cannot represent the goddess any longer, and a new
Kumiiri has to be found. From this evidence, it seems likely that it may originally have
been a Newar girl impersonating a Newar goddess, whose main function was to cure
bleedings, and for whom it was necessary that she herself did not bleed. In this case she
was no longer possessed by the divine power. Macdonald describes the cult of I<umSri as
a case of institutionalized possession [17].
The royal Kumiiri in Kathmandu is not the only one functioning. There are several of
these "Living Goddesses" in Kathmandu, Patan and Bhaktapur, all living in the more
important Buddhist monasteries and coming from Buddhist families. Allen [I] mentions
eleven of them. I t seems that the cult of Kumiiri was regular in Newar Buddhism.
Later on, when Sivaism became more and more the official religion, the girl was named
Kumiiri, which is the name of the Hindu goddess Durgii as a young girl, and the figure
of Kumsri was connected with Taleju Bhaviini. The iconography of KumSri's house in
Kathmandu shows the same Hindu and Buddhist associations. A number of wood-carvings
represent the goddess Durgii slaying the demon Mahisa (Durgii Mahiszsuramardini,
XVIIIa), but one tympanum, which can be found over the entrance to the shrine, has a
representation of the five Buddhas (XXXIb - XXXIII) and in the court-yard there is
a Buddhist votive st@a (VIIIb).
Kumiiri herself seems to be depicted in a wood-carving on a tjmpanuln (J'IIIc) in the
HiikZ Biih3 in Patan, which is a Buddhist monastery and at the same time the house of one
of the KumZris of Patan. Like the Miitrkii-goddess Kumiiri or Kaumiiri, she is represented
standing upon a peacock. She is accompanied by the figures of GaneSa and Bhairava,
the same gods who, impersonated by boys, accompany Kumiiri when she leaves the house
on the occasion of a festival.

CHAPTER T H R E E

HINDUISM
As we have already seen (see above, p. I) Nepal clung to ancient religious forms that
had been abandoned in India for a long time. This tendency is in particular clear in wood
architecture and wood-carving. Whereas architecture and sculpture in stone seem to have
followed the Indian styles closely, the wooden shrines present a more conservative view
and keep to the early tradition.
The pagoda or tiered-roof temple has become the dominant type of architecture in
Nepal, even for secular buildings. This type of architecture was inherited from India in
the fourth or fifth centuries A.D., but in India it became extinct a few centuries later.
The pagodas still existing in Nepal mostly date from the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, but they perpetuate the early models. The shrine is erected on a tiered terrace
with stairs leading to the entrance. The core of brick, which is the cella of the temple,
has a superstructure of wooden roofs, the number of which is related to the importance
of the shrine. The famous NyStapola temple in Bhaktapur, and the KumbheSvara temple
(XIVa) in Patan belong to the largest shrines of this type and have five roofs. These roofs
are supported by rows of beams or struts, decorated with wood-carvings.
The wood-carvings on these struts represent figures of deities belonging to the Hindu
pantheon. The deities represented depend on the god worshipped in the central interior
chamber of the shrine. The outside of a Siva temple is decorated with figures of aspects
of Siva, for instance, the eight Bhairavas, %a's terrifying forms. The struts of a Visnu
temple are provided with his incarnations (avatiira) or with figures of V i ~ n utogether
with his consort Laksmi (Lak~miniiriiyana).
The religious sculpture forming part of the decoration of the temple has been made
according to fixed iconographical rules. The figures carved in the wood of the struts form
an iconographical unity, which is determined by the deity to whom the temple has been
dedicated. As the decoration of the temple and the religious sculpture belonging to it was
continuously kept in repair in order to guarantee the ritual value of the shrine, there
are still many monuments in Nepal in which the traditional iconographical pattern has
been preserved.
Together with the tradition of wood architecture, the art of wood-carving continued
Lo use ancient patterns. Additional iconographical elements carved in the \vood of the
struts of the pagodas can be connected with the iconograp1~ic;tlfeatures of the early
Indian enclosures round shrines and stG$ns dating from the first centuries A.D. All the
deities on the Nepalese struts stand in a prticular posture under the foliage of a tree
(XXVIIb). The posture is called Siilnblzafijijikii, ancl the gods thus depicted under a tree
resemble the early Indian tree-gods (vyksadevatii), who were rnainly worshipped as protective deities. The fact that the Nepalese deities are represented in the same \\lay as the
former Indian gods of protection ( Y a k ~ a sand Yak~inis)probably points to Inore than a
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continuation of an old tradition connected with the art of wood-carving. I t appears that
the religious function of the divine figures in this context is not much different from that
of the Indian Y a k ~ a sand Yaksinis. They are mainly there as protective deities.
Immediately beneath these standing figures erotic scenes (Xb) are often depicted [33].
This eroticism is sometimes explained as an expression of the religious feeling of the worshipper who, when he enters the interior of the temple, experiences a sort of zlnio mystica
with his god. Although mystical experiences are often expressed in erotic terms, these
scenes show a sense of vitality and of life in its most exuberant forms and this can hardly
be connected with mysticism. Moreover they are by their very position not suited to
express a mystical experience, as they are carved on the struts on the outside of the
temple, which makes them visible to everybody.
These erotic scenes probably continue the Indian motif of the pair of lovers (mithuna)
depicted on the outside of a temple with the function of a symbol of good luck (mangala).
The scenes on the Hindu temples of Nepal are also auspicious symbols. For the same
reason erotic scenes are found on the outside of the royal palace in Kathmandu, immediately below the figures of Visnu and Laksmi. Together with these divine figures, these
auspicious scenes indicate that the royal palace is a heavenly abode like a Visnu temple,
the king being regarded as a divine incarnation of Visnu.
Over the entrance to the shrine, tympana (toraga) have been placed, mostly of wood,
sometimes of bronze. These mark the entrance to a sacred building. The tympanum has
the form of a hemicycle or sometimes a triangle and it is crowned with a small parasol
or a small image. The edge is adorned with the Indian motif of the monstruous head and
sea-animals with elephant-like trunks. I t is called klilamakara. Instead of the monstruous
head, which is a stylized lion-head, a figure of the bird Garuda is frequently found in
Nepal. Within the space that is enclosed by this motif, the main deity of the temple is
usually represented. The same tympana may be placed over the windows on the outside
of the building (VIIIa) and in the court-yard (XXXVa). From the mass of iconographical
forms, it is evident that the Nepalese craftsmen were able to reproduce all the exact forms
that were demanded. They followed the prescripts laid down in Sanskrit works about
iconography. I t is lrnown that there were handbooks for the artists, containing drawings
of the different forms of the gods together with their names. For nearly every iconographical form found in Nepal, there is a basis in one of these works. Iconography seems
to have become a kind of ritual "language", which has to be carefully learned and practised,
as faults make the image unfit to be used ritually.

Visnu temples can be recognized from the symbols on the pillars erected in front of
them. One of these is the bird Garuda (XIIIa), which is Irisnu's mount, represented as
a kind of eagle with a human face and its hands folded in a gesture of adoration. Garucja
is often depicted in a kneeling posture. Other pillars are crowned with \.'isnu's attributes
such as the disc (cakra) and the conch (Snlikka). The struts supporting the roofs are provided with various icoi~ographicalrepresentations of V i ~ n u(XIa- XIIb). Three of his incarnations (avatars) often recur and are apparently the most popular ones 1231. First,
Visnu is represented with the face of a boar (zla~iihn)lifting the earth out of the depth of
the ocean in which it had been held by a demon (XIb). Secondly, V i ~ n uhas a lion's head
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(narasi?nha) and destroys another demon named HiranyakaSipu (XIIa). Thirdly, he is
depicted making three strides (trivikrama), one on the earth, one in heaven and one on
the head of the demon Bali, who had taken possession of the universe and is slain in this
way by Visnu (XIIb).The avatiras show the particular function of Visnu to destroy demons
who threaten to overthrow the world. Visnu restores traditional law and order (dharma).
Other struts are carved with representations of Visnu's incarnation Kysna together with
his female partner Radha.
The Narayana temple in Bhaktapur (IXa) is provided with three pillars, which are
erected in front of the entrance, one with a sculpture of Garuda on top and two others
with a disc and a conch. The last two pillars have a base in the form of a tortoise, which
represents the bottom of the ocean on which the pillar stands like a cosmic mountain.
On the pillar to the right, a small relief (IXb) over this tortoise depicts Visnu in his boar
incarnation lifting the earth-goddess on its shoulder out of the ocean.
Another important V i ~ n utemple is the ChSr Narayai?a temple in Patan (Xa- XIIb),
where the avatiras of Visnu appear side by side with other forms of Visnu, all carved on
the wooden struts. Along the f a ~ a d eof the building, there are four struts with representations of V i ~ n ustanding on his bird Garuda (XIa) and the three avatiras mentioned
above. The Varaha avatira is rendered by a figure standing in a fighting posture (pratyilidha). Between his feet, the water of the ocean is indicated by the figure of a niga
in human form with a snake's hood over his head. The goddess of the earth is carved at
his left foot. V i ~ n uhas a boar's face and eight arms in this representation. Some of the
arms and most of the attributes are lost. Narasimha has a lion's face and is also depicted
with eight arms and standing in a fighting posture. The demon HiranyakaSipu is visible
at his right foot and Prahlada, who is saved by V i ~ n u is
, near his left foot. Trivikrama
is taking his third step into heaven by lifting his left leg. He also has eight arms. All the
forms of Visnu represented on the struts are depicted standing under the foliage of a
tree, like protective deities.
As the kings of Nepal claimed to be an incarnation of Visnu, the royal palace at Darbar
Square in Kathmandu is full of images of Visnu, in particular of his avatiras and V i ~ n u
together with his consort Laksmi. The goddess L a k ~ m iembodies good luck and prosperity. She is regarded as the consort both of V i ~ n uand of the king.
In one of the Nepalese chronicles (vaqs'iivali) [37], it is said that thc seventeenth century
king Pratapa Malla made a gate to the royal palace, and "in order to keep away evil
spirits, witches and epidemics such as smallpox, set there an image of Hanuman" (XIIIc).
Hanuman is the monkey-chief of the Indian epic of the Rgrngya~?aand assists RSma,
one of Visnu's avatiiras, in his fight against the demon Rgvana. Although the Rgma
avatira is not often represented in Nepal [ z 3 ] , Hanuman has become a popular protective
deity. He is represented with the face of a monkey, and standing in a fighting posture
(pratyiilidha) (XIIIb).
~iva
Siva temples are invariably cliaracterized by the appearance of the bull Nandin, Siva's
mount, sculptured in front of the entrance of the shrine (XIVb). A trident is usually
placed on top of the roof or by the side of the entrance of the temple. The trident (triSGla)
together with the drum (danzaru) is Siva's most characteristic attribute, and points to
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his function as a divine ascetic. In the interior of the shrine, the symbol of the litiga (XVc)
is mostly the main object of cult. I t is a phallic symbol indicating male fertility. The
lings stands upon a base with a spout on one side. This base represents the yoni, a symbol
of Siva's female partner Pgrvati. Both express the fundamental unity of male and female
in primordial time before creation. The linga may be provided with one face (ekamukhaliizga) (XVc), or with four faces (catuvmukhalinga), representing the faces of Siva.
The outside of the temple is usually provided with figures of Siva accompanied by his
consort PZrvati or with figures of the Bhairavas, the terrifying aspects of Siva. These
demoniacal deities are depicted in a dancing posture, and they are provided with a garland
of severed human heads and with a snake as their brahmanical cord (XVIb). They have
bulging eyes, upright standing hair and a grinning face. All these features belong to the
appearance of demoniacal deities. The Bhairavas are distinguished by their mounts
(vzhana), which consist of lying human figures or various kinds of animals. They are eight
in number, and are associated with the eight cardinal points. The literary Sanskrit works
in which these Bhairavas are mentioned, e.g. the Purgnas and the Tantras, mention the
following series of names: Asitgnga, Ruru, Canda, Krodha, Unmatta, KapZlin, B h i ~ a n a
and Samhara. Sometimes nine are mentioned, in which case one of them is assigned t o
the centre and eight to the cardinal points. They may be accompanied by the eight Mgtrkgs,
a group of mother goddesses related to Siva's female consort Durga (Pgrvati) and also
appearing as the female partners of the eight Bhairavas.
This iconographical structure is to be seen in most of the Siva temples in Nepal. I n the
relatively recent shrine of Siva SomglingeSvara (that is, the Lord Siva in the shape of a
linga together with his female consort Oma (Pgrvati) ), the Sivalinga is the main cultobject, and representations of the eight Bhairavas (XVIb) and the eight MgtrkBs adorn
the pillars on the outside of the temple (XVIc).
The national shrine of Siva is situated on the hill of PaSupatinZth (XVa) outside Kathmandu, where Siva has been worshipped at least from the fifth century onwards. PaSupati
("Lord of the animals") is one of the names of Siva. The sect of the PSupatas urorship
Siva particularly under this name. This sect spread to Nepal in the second half of the
first millennium A.D. Its followers are ascetics who cover themselves with ashes, practice
meditation andyoga, recite the sacred syllable O ~ Iand
, by these techniques strive to free
themselves from the bonds to this world. Other ascetic movements came forth from these
PSSupatas, among which are the Kgnphata- or Ngthayogins, who became powerful in
Nepal in the twelfth century A.D. They strongly promoted the worship of Siva PaSupati.
Their leader, Gorakhnath, is worshipped himself in a separate shrine near the temple
of Siva on the hill of PaSupatingth.
This centre of Siva worship is known as a place of pilgrimage over the whole of the
Indian sub-continent. In particular on the occasion of the great festival of Sivargtri in
February to March, a great many ascetics from all over India come to the shrine of PaSupatinath in Nepal in order to worship the ligzga and to bathe in the holv river BSgmati
flowing beside the temple complex. The river is regarded as the Nepalese equivalent of
the Indian Ganges and it is customary to bathe in its holy water. There are a number of
steps (glz(its) leading to the river and platforms used for the cremation of the dead, whose
ashes are thrown into the river in order to secure a better rebirth (X17b).For a Newar
Hindu the pilgrimage along the holy places of Nepal begins and ends with a visit to the
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temple of PaSupatinath and even the Buddhists pay homage to the linga, which they
regard as a form of the Buddha Ak~obhya.
According to legend, Siva came to this place in order to hide himself from the gods.
He assumed the shape of an antelope. The gods found out that the antelope was actually
~ i v and
a they seized it by its horn, which broke off. This horn was then erected as a sign
of Siva and worshipped as a Sivalinga. I t is possible that the legend is a reflection of the
fusion of the Hindu god Siva with a local mountain and hunters' deity, worshipped on
this hill. This kind of assimilation of Siva with local deities worshipped on mountains is
a well-known phenomenon in the Himdayas [34].
The present temple of Siva a t PaSupatinSth dates from the seventeenth century A.D.,
as do most of the other buildings in the temple compound. The Sivalinga standing in the
interior of the shrine is a linga with four faces (caturmukhalinga) and, together with each
face, a pair of hands are sculptured, in which a rosary and a water-pot are held. The
linga is covered with silver plates, jewels and gold ornaments. The whole centre is famous
for its wealth.
Other temples belonging to the complex are dedicated to ~ i v a ' sconsort PSrvati-for
instance the VatsalS temple, which is known for the human sacrifices that once took
place there.
Apart from this Siva temple on the hill of PaSupatinath, there are other PaSupati
temples in the three cities of the Kathmandu Valley.
According to Indian mythology, Siva had two sons, GaneSa and Bhairava. GaneSa is
represented with an elephants' head and is worshipped in numerous little shrines
(XVIIa, b). Bhairava is one of the most venerated protective deities in Nepal. A huge
sculpture of Bhairava is erected in an open shrine in Kathmandu on Hanuman Dhoka
Square. The sculpture (XVIIc) is painted blue. The figure has a terrifying appearance,
and stands in a posture called $ratyZlidha on a prostrate human figure. It is provided
with six arms holding different attributes. The image is an object of daily worship by
the people of Kathmandu.
Both GaneSa and Bhairava often appear together as protectors of the entrance of a
shrine, or on both sides of a divine figure. Also in Buddhist iconography they appear as
attendant deities by the side of the figure of the Buddha or a Bodhisattva. This is not
a specific development of Nepalese iconography, but their appearance already occurs in
later Indian Buddhism.
Devi
Apart from being worshipped as the female consort of Siva, Piirvati, who is also called
DurgS, Uma, Devi, Vatsalii, etc., has her own temples and shrines. One of the most holy
places where the goddess is worshipped is GuhyeSvari, situated near the hill of PaSupatinZth. Her name GuhyeSvari refers to her aspect of "mistress" (iivari) of the secret Tantric
doctrines (guhya, secret). In this aspect, the goddess is worshipped by ascetics and yogins.
She is a t the same time the great mother-goddess, the divine female power, whose symbol
is the female sex organ (guhya, private parts), and \vho is \\.orshipped by all the people
in Nepal. Her shrine at GuhyeSvari is visited by Hindus as well as Buddhists. The latter
regard GuhyeSvari as another name of the goddess Prajiiiiparamitii (the "perfection of
wisdom"). The main object of cult is not an image, but a cavity in the rock, which has
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the form of a triangle and which is surrounded by a lotus-flower with eight petals. The Hindus worship the cavity as the female sex organ of the goddess. The Nepalese version of
a well-known Indian myth relates that, in a previous existence, the goddess was born as
a daughter of Daksa with the name of Sati. When her father Daksa had offended Siva,
to whom Sati was married, she became enraged and killed herself. Siva was beside himself with grief, and he took Sati's body on his shoulders to the Himilayas. On the way,
several parts of her body fell down on the earth, and each spot where a part of her body
came down became a sacred place. The Nepalese believe that the most holy part of her
body, her female sex organ (guhya) fell on the spot where the goddess is now worshipped as
GuhyeSvari, and the place is considered to be one of the great "seats" (pitha) of the goddess.
In connection with this shrine of GuhyeSvari on the left bank of the river Btigmati,
there are several other GuhyeSvari temples in Kathmandu, Patan and Bhaktapur, mostly
in the neighbourhood of PaSupati temples.
As a goddess of victory Devi is worshipped as Durga, in particular in her aspect of
slaying the demon Mahisa (or 'buffalo'). There are many reliefs and wood-carvings
(XVIIIa) of this theme in Nepal. She is represented with sixteen or eighteen arms, and
her right foot rests upon her mount, which is usually the lion. Her left foot treads on the
buffalo-demon Mahisa.
The victorious Durga also acts as the patroness of the royal family in Nepal. Then she
is called Taleju Bhavani (XXb), and she has temples within the area of the royal palaces
in Kathmandu and Bhaktapur. Her iconographical form is the same as that of Durgi slaying the buffalo-demon (Durgii Mahisasuramardini), with the only difference that her right
foot stands on the bird Garuda and not on the lion. Garuda is the mount of Visnu, and this
iconography is meant to express that it is the tutelary goddess of the king who is represented, the king being regarded as an incarnation of Visnu.
Durgii Mahi~iisuramardiniis worshipped in many Durgii temples as the main deity.
As such she is represented on the tympana over the entrance to the shrine. The struts
supporting the roof of the shrine are usually provided with the figures of the eight Mitrkis,
who are regarded as aspects of Durgi. Although there are different lists of names, their
usual names in Nepal are: Brahmayani, MaheSvari, Kaumari, Vaisnavi, Viirihi, Indrayani, Cimundg and Mahiilak~mi.As it appears from these names the Matyk% are associated with the gods Brahmii, MaheSvara ( h a ) , Kumara (!%a's son), Visnu, VarSha
(one of Visnu's avatZras), and Indra; their powers or energies (Sakti) obtained independent
female forms and became the assistants of Durgii in her fight against the buffalo-demon.
This connection with the main male gods of Hinduism is iconographically expressed by
the attributes and by the animals upon which the goddesses stand. Each goddess
holds the attributes and stands upon the animal that belongs to the god whose name she
bears.
The Tiiranidevi temple (XIXa) in Kathmandu, which is a Durgii temple, has eight struts
on the front-side of the building, upon which these eight Rliitykiis (XIXc) are represented.
There are two more struts with the figures of Durga (XIXb) herself. Other temples have
struts on the four sides rvllich are provided with this group. In this case the eight Rfiitykiis
are divided over the eight cardinal points, in the same way as the eight Bhairavas with
a Siva temple. I t is in this way understandable that the eight Miitrkas arc also regarded as
the female partners of these eight Bhairavas.
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In the Vatsalgdevi temple (XVIIIb) near the temple of Siva PaSupati a t PaSupatinSth
the eight upper struts have representations of the eight MBtykSs and the eight lower ones
are provided with carvings of the eight Bhairavas.
A similar pattern is found in the city of Bhaktapur. As it has been mentioned above
(see p. 8) there is a series of eight sacred places outside this city, which are roughly
situated at the eight cardinal points, and where the eight MZtykas are worshipped in the
form of natural stones. These places are connected with a place in the centre of the city,
where Durga with her name of Tripurasundari is worshipped. I n the same way as in a
temple, the goddess Durgii occupies the place of the central deity, and her eight aspects
are distributed over the eight cardinal points (Navadurgii = nine DurgSs). There is a
second series of places of cult within this series of shrines of the Matykiis, where the eight
Bhairavas are worshipped. In this way, the whole city of Bhaktapur resembles a shrine
of DurgZ. The first king of Bhaktapur, who wanted to make his residence a sacred city,
arranged the shrines in this way. He placed Tripurasundari, who is the goddess DurgS
in her victorious aspect, in the centre of Bhaktapur. According to the same pattern,
the whole valley is protected by shrines of the MStykZs, situated a t the eight cardinal
points [IO].
The temple of the goddess VajravgrZhi (XXIa, b, c), situated near Chapagaon to the
south of I<athmandu, is a good example of such a shrine. The sacred ground round the
shrine is protected by a wall. Within its precincts are lodgings for pilgrims, and there
is a court-yard around the shrine itself. The main object of cult is an unhewn stone, in
which the goddess Vajravariihi is worshipped. This shrine is part of a series of eight shrines
which together protect the whole valley of Kathmandu, being the territory of the Newars.
Hindus as well as Buddhists come to these shrines to present offerings to the goddess.
The name of Vajravsrahi not only denotes one of the MZtykG, namely Var2hi-it is
also the name of a Buddhist goddess (see p. 21).
The eight Mgtykas of Bhaktapur are furthermore connected with cremation-grounds.
The shrines are situated near the places where the dead are cremated. This association
points to another aspect of Durga, who is not only a goddess of victory, but also a goddess
of death. In Indian iconography, her mount is in this case, not a lion, but a buffalo.

CHAPTER FOUR

BUDDHISM
The importance of Buddhism in Nepal is reflected by the large number of Buddhist
buildings and monuments still in use. They consist of stzipas, which are monuments to be
worshipped as places where the Buddha is thought to be present, temples and shrines,
in which the image of the Buddha is usually the main cultic object, and monasteries built
round a court-yard. To these types of Buddhist architecture, iconography is directly
related.
The common form of the Nepalese stti$a (XXIVa) is a square base with a dome and
crowned with a series of parasols having the form of a stepped pyramid. The presence of the
Buddha in the sttipa is expressed in accordance with the idea of the five Buddhas, which had
been developed in later MahSygna Buddhism. The four images of the Buddha placed a t the
four cardinal points against the dome of the sttipa are the manifestations of the central
Buddha, who himself is present in the body of the sttipa. The eyes painted on the square
upper part (harmikd) on the dome are the eyes of the central Buddha, looking in the four
directions. This form of the sttipa, including the painting of the eyes, has its origin in the
last period of Buddhism in north-eastern India (the PSla period, eighth to twelfth century
A.D.). The prayer-wheels round the basis of the stzipa, and the prayer-flags hanging down
from the top parasol are found on stzZpas maintained by Tibetan Buddhists, for example
on the sttipa of Bodhnath. There are several sttipas in which the concept of a six-fold
Buddha occurs. I t means that over and above the central Buddha there is the so-called
primordial Buddha (Adibuddha), whose name is Vajrasattva, or also Vajradhara. This
idea is frequently found in Nepal. I t is expressed in a number of stzipas, where the central
or fifth Buddha is placed in a separate shrine in the south-eastern direction and the sixth
Buddha Vajrasattva is believed to be represented by the body of the sttipa itself.
The large white-plastered stzZPa (XXIVa) on the hill (XXIVc) of SvayambhiinBth is
the beginning of every pilgrimage for a Newar Buddhist. The place is connected with
a legend about the origin of Nepal. I t is said that the valley of Kathmandu was originally
a vast lake inhabited by snakes (nigalzrada) (XXII). The Buddha VipaSyin, one of the
legendary predecessors of the historical Buddha S ~ k ~ a m u nisi , believed once to have
visited the lake and to have thrown a lotus-seed into the water. After some time, a splendid,
radiating lotus-flower became visible on the surface of the water, a flame coming out of
manifestation of the priits corolla (XXII). This flame was a spontaneous (svaj~a~nblzzi)
mordial Buddha Vajrasattva. Thereupon the Bodhisattva RSaiijuSri came to the place in
order to pay homage to this manifestation of the Adibuddha. I t was then revealed to
him that he should cleave the mountain with his sword (XXIII), so that the water of the
lake could drain away. The place where the lotus-flower appeared is the present hill of
Svayambhiingth, which is crowned with a sttipa dedicated to Vajrasattva, in other words,
in the body of which Vajrasattva as the sixth Buddha is thought to be present. The main
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figures in this story about the origin of tlie Kathmandu Valley, that is Vajrasattva and
MafijuSri, are very popular Buddhist deities in Nepal.
The legend is told in the SvayambhtipurZna and other Nepalese works of literature.
I t has also been painted on a scroll published by S. L6vi [14],and it furthermore appears
on the walls of a small shrine in one of the monasteries in Kathmandu, the ItumbZh3.
The story is set in an Indian mythological framework, the lotus and the hill being the
mountain of Meru, the cosmic mountail1 in Indian mythology, rising from the primordial
waters. The stzZpa, which has been built on top of the hill, is again a symbol of the cosmic
mountain. As on most of the Nepalese stzZpas, a big lotus-flower is painted in yellow on
the dome of the stzZpa of Svayambhiingth, the dome being the symbolic equivalent of
the open lotus-flower growing on the surface of the water.
Some votive-stzZpas in Nepal have a peculiar base which is similar to that of the Hindu
Sivalinga (XXVb) I t consists of a round receptacle with a spout, and it is decorated with
the motif of the snake ( n i p ) . This type of base is also found on the SivaliQa, where it
represents the female principle (yoni). The liriga itself is the symbol of the masculine
principle. I t may be provided with the four faces of Siva, in the same way as the stzZpa
is adorned with the four Buddhas.
As D. Snellgrove has observed [p],
this does not mean that Sivalinga and stzZpn became
is ain the first place a symbol of the union
symbols denoting the same idea. The ~ i v a l i n ~
of the masculine and the female principle, or of Siva and his female Pgrvati. Besides,
it is a sign of the cosmic centre, the axis mzcndi or the world-mountain. The st@a is in
the main a sign of the presence of Buddha, but it is also the cosmic mountain rising from
the primordial waters.
The remarkable base of the later Nepalese votive stzZpa uses the symbol of the female
principle to denote the primordial waters, out of which the dome of the stzZpa rises as a
kind of cosmic mountain. The idea of water is again present in the symbol of the snake
carved round the receptacle as well as in the lotus, on which the stzZpa stands. The secondary idea of the stzZpa and the liriga as symbols of the cosmic centre may have caused a
similarity of forms.
A stzZpa is worshipped by walking around it, keeping the monument on one's right
(pradaksini) (XXIVb). The terrace round the stzZ$a serves as a path, along ~vhichpeople
perform this circum-ambulation. During festivals votive stzZpas are covered with garlands
of flowers and are painted red. During the circum-ambulation the four Buddhas on the
four sides of the st@a are worshipped.
There are a great number of Buddhist monasteries, mairily in the three cities of the
valley. The entrance is marked by a tympanum (toralza) placeci over the door and by two
lions sitting on both sides of it. This entrance leads to a small porch serving as a lodging
(phalacii), and behind this there is a court-yard surrounded by buildings on four sides
(XXVIa). They were the former residences of the monks. The side of the monastery facing
the entrance contains the shrine (XXVIb), which has a pagoda-like structure on the roof or
is a complete pagoda itself. The roof of the inside of the monastery, and also that on the
street-side, is provided with struts decorated with various groups of Buddhist deities,
among whom are the five Buddhas, the five protective goddesses called Paficarak~ii,groups
of Bodhisattvas and so on. On the outside, the struts are adorned with protective gods and
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goddesses, such as Y a k ~ a sand Yak~inrs(XXVIIb), or with terrifying deities called
Krodhas (XXVIIa).
I n the shrine there is an image of the Buddha, which is worshipped daily. The rows
of images on the struts form a unity and follow particular iconographical patterns. The
order in which the images are placed corresponds with the way in which certain series of
sacred formulae are arranged in a group of literary works called Dhsranisamgrahas [rz].
These are collections of spells (dhzrayi) meant to protect men from all kinds of dangers,
disasters, diseases and so on. The spells are ascribed to the Buddha Sskyamuni and belong
to the tradition of early Buddhism. They consist of the name of the deity invoked and
a series of sounds without any definite meaning. The order followed in these texts for
invoking the different deities of the Buddhist pantheon is the same as the order of the
deities represented on the struts. The complete series of images may be regarded as a
kind of Buddhist litany. In some monasteries, the names of the gods represented are
inscribed underneath the images, probably as another way of invoking them.
The additional iconographical features follow the same pattern as the figures carved
in the wooden struts of the Hindu temples. All stand in the SIZlabhaqikl-posture (see
above, p. 12) under the foliage of a tree in the same way as the early Indian Y a k v s and
Yak~inis(XXVIIb). Both this relationship with the early Indian protective deities and
the fact that the images on the struts are put in the same order as in the literary works
(Dhzranisamgrahas) , indicate that the Buddhist deities are in this context mainly there
as protective gods [IZ].
Over the entrance to the shrine and over the door of the monastery itself are tympana
(torana) on which representations of the Buddha or other figures of the Buddhist pantheon
appear (XXXVa). The edge of the tympanum is provided with the motif of the kzlamakara mentioned above (see p. 13).
The Buddhist pantheon in Nepal reflects Indian Buddhism between the seventh and
the twelfth centuries A.D. The Indian iconographical works which explain most of the
iconographical forms are the Ni~pannayogZvali,the SZdhanamZlZ and the KriyZsamgraha.
These texts are much influenced by Tantrism. Nepalese Buddhists have taken over the
iconographical forms described in these works, together with a number of ritual actions.
The Tantric practices proper were not carried out in Nepal by ordinary lay Buddhists.
The secret procedures of Tantrism, which are believed to lead to the acquisition of supernatural powers, were performed by yogins. The places where these rituals were accomplished are traditionally situated outside the cities, for example in cremation grounds.
The series of eight crematioil grounds mentioned above (see p. 18) were famous as places
where Tantric practices took place and where the "masters" (siddlza) initiated their pupils
(szdhaka, adept) into the speculations and techniques of Tantrism. The name, Vajravsrshi,
which is that of the goddess of a shrine (XXI) situated on a hill near Chapagaon (see
above, p. 18), is the name of a Buddhist Tantric deity whose symbol consists of two interlacing triangles, has a terrifying appearance and has a vajra or a knife (karttri) and a staff
with three skulls (khatviliga) as her attributes. The worshp of terrifying deities of this
kind with the aim of acquiring supernatural powers is particularlv well-knou.11 in Tibet.
The Bzcddlta Slkyamuni
Standing and sitting figures of the Buddha have appeared in Nepal from the sixth
century onwards, made of stone as well as bronze. The style and the iconography is the
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same as those of the sculptures from India in the same period. The Buddha stands or
sits upon a lotus-flower, his right hand in a gesture of granting wishes (varadamudrd)
or giving security (abhayamudri) and his left hand holding the end of his robe or lying
in his lap. He wears the monk's robe without further ornaments and his head is provided
with the sign of Buddhahood (u;ni;a) (XXVIIIa, b).
In the wood-carvings of the Malla period, this form of representing the historical Buddha
$5kyamuni is frequently found, in particular on the tympana (torana) over the entrances
to shrines and monasteries. There is a preference for two types, which are recognizable
from the gesture of their hands. One is a figure of the Buddha touching the earth with
his right hand, thus calling the earth-goddess to witness (bhGmisparSamudri). This represents the scene in which the Buddha defeats Mgra, the exponent of the bonds to worldly
life, just before his enlightenment. The other type is a Buddha with his hands in the
gesture of preaching (dharmacakramudri). This represents the moment of the first sermon.
The Five Buddhas
As it has been mentioned above, most Nepalese stiipas have four Buddha images at
the four cardinal points, whereas the central Buddha is represented by the body of the
stiipa itself (XXIXa-XXXb). These transcendent Buddhas are conceived as manifestations of Buddha-hood. Each Buddha is active during a world-period, in which he manifests himself at the level of the Bodhisattva and on the human plane (MSnu~ibuddha=
human Buddha).
The five Buddhas also appear in contexts other than stiipas. The group is often found
painted on the covers of manuscripts or in illustrations between the text. We also see
them painted over the entrance to Buddhist houses (XXXIa), in the same way as a group
of five Hindu gods may be painted over the doors of houses belonging to Hindus. They
also occur in wood-carvings on the struts supporting the roof of the shrine as part of a
monastery and on tympana.
The idea of the five transcendent Buddhas seems in this case to have become changed
into a much simpler concept of the five Buddhas as five protective deities. I t is not surprising that the Nepalese themselves often confuse them with another group of five
protective deities, the Paficarak~Z,in particular when the Buddhas are represented in
'non-human' form, that is, with more heads and many arms. The concept of the five
Buddhas as five protective deities is affirmed by religious literature, especially in the
class of works called Dharanisamgraha. The larger collections begin with formulae to
invoke the Adibuddha Vajrasattva and then go on to the five Buddhas, the eight Bodhisattvas and all the minor deities of the Buddhist pantheon, each deity being invoked
by his name and a spell. These texts are recited with the purpose of being protected against
all kinds of dangers. The five Buddhas, in this context, do not differ in any way from
any supernatural power whatever.
The Buddhas are represented both in 'human' form, that is, with one head and two
arms, and in 'non-human' form. They each have their own colour, animal, gesture and
symbol. Each is represented at a different cardinal point [a; 311,
The Adibuddha has the names of Vajrasattva and Vajraclhara. In iconography these
are distinguished by the position of their hands: Vajrasattva has his right hand in front
of his breast and his left hand on his hip (XXXIIb) whereas Vajradhara crosses his hands
over his breast (XXXIIc). Both have the same attributes, namely vajra (the thunderbolt)
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and ghan!d (the bell) and wear not the monastic robe of the Buddha, but the royal ornaments and garments of a Bodhisattva. The vajra andghaNd in the hands of the Adibuddha
symbolize the unity of all dualities, for example, the cycle of rebirth (samsdra) and final
liberation (nirvdna), or compassion (karuni) and ~risdom(prajfii), male and female, subject and object, and so on [31].
In the wood-carvings, the five Buddhas are also represcnted in 'non-human' forms,
that is, with three or four heads and with six or eight arms ( X X X I b - XXXIVb). These
representations are partly described in the Sanskrit iconographical works (Nispannayoggvali) [18].The number of their heads and arms, and the kind of attributes they hold
When Vajrasattva is depicted
in their hands are determined by the central Buddha [n].
with three heads and six arms, the other Buddhas appear in the same form and take over
most of his attributes. Iconography is used here to express the idea of the one Buddha,
who is different in the five cardinal points, including the centre.
The Bodhisattva MaiijuSri
The importance of this Bodhisattva is reflected by the legend about the origin of Nepal,
in which it is said that MaiijuSri cleft the mountains of the Kathmandu valley in order
to set free the water of the vast lake that once covered the valley (XXIII). MafijuSri is
associated with the preaching Buddha and wisdom. His distinctive attribute is the sword,
which he holds in his raised right hand, ready to cleave the darkness of ignorance. Other
attributes are the blue lotus (utpala) and the book, which contains a text of the "Perfection of Wisdom" (PrajfiSpZramitS) and which is another symbol of his wisdom. The association with the preaching Buddha is iconographically expressed by his gesture, which
is often the gesture of preaching (dharmacakramudri). His mount (vihana) is the lion and
his colour is white. There are a great number of iconographical forms of MaiijuSri. They
occur in Nepalese bronzes, wood-carvings, sculptures in stone and paintings. As they
in fact belong to Indian Buddhist iconography, they are not mentioned here in detail [rg].
In Nepal, the Adibuddha Vajrasattva and the Bodhisattva MafijuSri are frequently
found together. I n the legend about the origin of Nepal, it is Vajrasattva who appears
on the lotus growing out of the water and MafijuSri who pays homage to him before he
creates Nepal by cleaving the mountains. In the iconography of the wood-carvings, a
similar alliance between the two figures is emphasized. Apart from being carved on top
of wooden tympana in which MaiijuSri has the central position, the image of Vajrasattva
is, for instance, placed next to that of MafijuSri. The Bodhisattva has an iconographical
name in which this relation with Vajrasattva is expressed: Mafijuvajra. The iconographical
form corresponding to it consists of a figure with three heads and six arms. The attributes are a sword, a book, an arrow, a bow, the gesture of granting wishes and the blue
lotus (XXXVIa).
Another form frequently recurring in coinbination with Vajrasattva is called XlafijuSri
DharmadhStuvBgiSvara (XXXVIIa), in which the Bodhisattva is represented with four
heads and eight arms. The main hands are in the gesture of preaching (dharmncakramudri),
in the second pair are vajra (the thunderbolt) and glzantz (the bell), the third pair of
hands hold a bow and arrow, and the upper hands have the sword and the book. This
iconographical form often takes the place of the central Buddha Vairocana and the Bodhisattva may be surrounded by the four Buddhas at the cardinal points. The Buddhas
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take over his iconographical features and are represented with four heads and eight arms.
Vajrasattva, who appears on top of the tympanum, usually has the same 'non-human'
form with four heads and eight arms and partly the same attributes (XXXVIb).
On a tympanum in the house of Kumsri in Kathmandu, the central Buddha has his
right hand in front of his breast and his left hand on his hip in the manner of Vajrasattva
(XXXIb - X X X I I I ) . The figure has three heads and six arms. In his right hand in front
of the breast he holds not the vajra, but the disc, which is the attribute of Vairocana,
and in his left hand on his hip he holds the gharbti (the bell) of Vajrasattva. In the middle
pair of hands the vajra and the jewel are visible and in the third pair, a raised sword and
a lotus. The raised sword is the characteristic attribute of MafijuSri. This central Buddha
(XXXIIa) is surrounded by the Buddhas of the four cardinal points, that is Ak~obhya
and the others (XXXIII), each with his own animal depicted in the throne and his own
symbol. Their main hands are in the position of the hands of Vajrasattva, the right hand
being in front of the breast and holding the distinctive symbol and the left hand on the
hip and holding the ghanti or bell. A raised sword is in the right upper hand of each Buddha. I n this way, a kind of assimilation seems to have taken place between Vajrasattva
as the Adibuddha and MafijuSri Dharmadh?ituvZgiSvara, who also has the position of
the central Buddha Vairocana. The Adibuddha Vajrasattva is again represented in 'human'
form on top of the tympanum (XXXIIb) and below on the lintel a small image of another
form of the Adibuddha, namely Vajradhara (XXXIIc), is carved.
The Bodhisattva AvalokiteSvara
Ever since the Licchavi period, this Bodhisattva has been represented in sculpture.
His connection with the national deity Matsyendranatha (see p. g) made him one of the
favourite Bodhisattvas (XXXVIIa). Moreover, AvalokiteSvara is regarded as a kind
of saviour, who may rescue his devotees from danger and may even appear in hell in
order to help those who are being punished. Scenes of hell are found in wood-carvings
on the temple of Matsyendranatha in Patan. They are carved in small panels underneath
the figures with representations of AvolokiteSvara on the struts supporting the roof of
the temple. The same scenes are also found in the wood-carvings of one of the main monasteries of Bhaktapur, the Caturvarnamah%vihara, which is dedicated to AvalokiteSvara.
The tympana over the entrance to the monastery and the door to the shrine have representations of this Bodhisattva in his form with eleven heads and a thousand arms (rendered
by a kind of nimbus). This form is well-known in the later northern form of Buddhism
found in Nepal and Tibet. Two-armed forms are carved on the struts on the outside of
the building, each of these forms with its name inscribed under the representation
(XXXVIIb). The name appears in the dative ending and is preceded by an auspicious
syllable, for example, "Sri lokanithalokeSvariya", i.e. "Honour to the Lord Lokanatha"
(= AvalokiteSvara). The names of the Bodhisattva are used as formulae in order to invoke
him and the whole series of images with their names inscribed under the visual representation functions as a kind of litany. Inside the building, we find a series of other Buddhist
figures, among whom are the five Eudclhas and Vajrasattva, depicted with four heads
and eight arms.
The scenes of hell appear under these figures. In one scene, the tongue of the victim
is cut off with a pair of scissors (XXXVIIIa), and, in another, the figure of AvalokiteS-
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vara is giving nectar to the ghosts (preta) (XXXVIIIb). The scenes illustrate one of the
main characteristics of AvalokiteSvara, namely his compassion (karzcnii). AvalokiteSvara
is also frequently found on paintings, in particular in his aspect of Padmapgni, holding
a red lotus (padma) in his left hand. His right hand is in the gesture of granting wishes
(varadamudrZ) (see XXXVIIIb). I n Nepalese iconography, AvalokiteSvara is usually
red in colour. This colour and the image of the Buddha Amitgbha in his crown (XXXVIIa)
indicate that he is related to the Buddha AmitZbha [S].

The function of this group of five goddesses is to protect people from all kinds of misfortune (the root yaks- is "to protect"). The group originated as visual representations
of spells (dhZrani) to which the same function was ascribed. These spells are part of ancient Indian Buddhism, but their deification came into being only in the seventh and
eigth centuries A.D., and their popularity as deities increased with the rise of Tantric
Buddhism. The goddesses appear in Nepalese wood-carvings and paintings. There are
many manuscripts containing the formulae for the worship of these goddesses and illustrations of their visual forms. In every Nepalese Buddhist house, a manuscript of the
Paiicarak~sis found, which has more or less the function of an amulet. Moreover, the
manuscripts are used in court for swearing in a Buddhist witness. I t is furthermore said
that merely hearing the names of one of the Paficarak~gor hearing her spell pronounced
brings about deliverance from all sins.
The iconography of these figures is partly determined by the character of the spell,
of which the goddess is a deification. MahBmBytiri, for instance, is the "great peacockspellH-as a goddess she holds a jar with peacock-feathers in one of her hands. The spell
(and the goddess) protects against snake-bites and the attribute of the peacock-feather
can be explained from this particular function of the spell, as peacocks are the natural
enemies of snakes.
On the other hand, the iconography of the Paficarakss is clearly adapted to that of
the five Buddhas. The five goddesses are each connected with one of the five Buddhas
and take over their iconographical features. Pratisars (XLa) is the first goddess of the
group. She usually has a disc for her attribute, is painted white and stands on lions, thus
assuming the characteristics of the Buddha Vairocana, with whom she is connected.
In the same way, the others are associated with the other transcendent Buddhas. Sshasrapramardini (XXXIX), who has a deinoniacal appearance, is, for instance, associated
with Ak~obhya,Mantranusgrani (XLIa) is associated with Amitsbha, llahSrnSyiiri (XLb)
with Ratnasambhava and Sitavati (XLIb) with Amoghasiddhi. Because of this relationship with the five Buddhas, the group of the Paficarak~aare sometimes regarded as the
female partners of the Buddhas or are even put in their place. In some Nepalese monasteries, we do not find the five Buddhas, but the five Paiicarakss on the struts supporting
the roof of the shrine. It seems that the two groups have not been clearly distinguished
in the course of time (see p. 2 2 ) .
ilfigzor Goddesses
On the same level as the Paiicarak~Zthere are seven other goddesses, who seem to
have developed as a group in Nepal, although they are kno~vnas individual deities in
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Indian iconography. Nepalese manuscripts and wood-carvings give prominence to a separate group of seven female protective deities, sometimes under the common name of
Saptavsra, "the seven days of a week". Each goddess is connected with one day and is
associated with one of the seven planets. I t may be possible that the goddesses were originally separate, but came to form a group of seven for astrological reasons [IZ].
The seven goddesses are VasudhZrB, Vajravidzrani, GanapatihydayB, U ~ n i ~ a v i j a y ~ ,
ParnaSabari, Msrici and GrahamZtykB. Iconographical descriptions and representations
ParnaSabari and Marici are sufficiently well known from
of VasudhBrS, U~ni~avijayB,
Indian literary works and sculptures [8, 181. The other three, however, only occur in
Nepalese sources. Vajravidsrani symbolizes the destructive power of the vajra, as her
name indicates. The vajra is also her main attribute (XLVb). She may be represented
in 'human' form, that is, with one head and two arms, but she may also have three heads
and sixteen or twenty arms [8]. Ganapatihrdays (XLVc) is a female rendering of Ganapati (GaneSa) and has the same iconographical features. GrahamstrkZ (XLVIc) holds
her hands in the gesture of preaching and has, when painted, a red colour. She may have
another four arms with different attributes [8]. The manuscripts in which these seven
goddesses occur are again DhBranisamgrahas [IZ], consisting of series of spells giving
protection against specific dangers, misfortunes, etc. The goddesses are identified with
these spells and have the same functions.
Some of these goddesses occur independently and appear in bronzes and paintings on
cloth (pats). VasudhZrs (XLVa),who is the same as VasundharZ (see p. 5 ) , is the Buddhist
goddess of the earth and is associated with wealth. Her main symbol is accordingly either
a jar out of which ears of corn are growing or a bundle of ears of corn held in one of her
hands. She usually has six arms and she is painted yellow. VasudhZr2 may be represented
in a ma?zdala as the central figure, and is then surrounded by a group of related gods and
goddesses [z4] (XLIII). U ~ n i ~ a v i j a ynot
a only appears as a DhBrani-goddess (XLVd)
in the Saptavsragroup, but is also represented in paintings. She appears in the centre
of the dome of a stzZpa (XLIV) and is accompanied by two attendant Bodhisattvas.
Her presence in the stzZ$a can be explained by her association with the Buddha Vairocana,
who is thought to be present in the body of a stzZpa. U~nisavijaysis considered to be an
emanation of Vairocana and has taken over his white colour. In the painting of Fig. XLIV,
Vairocana is pictured immediately above the st@a and is surrounded by the Buddhas
of the four cardinal points. Immediately below Usnisavijaya, the Bodhisattva MaiijuSri
and his female partner (prajfiii) are depicted against the base of the stiipa. Like Usnisavijaya, MaiijuSri is related to Vairocana. I n this way the central Buddha Vairocana and
his emanations occupy the central part of the painting. The central Buddha is flanked
by two figures, which are painted under the five Buddhas on the outside and which represent the Bodhisattvas AvalokiteSvara and MafijuSri. At its base, the st@n is surrounded
by four terrifying dcities (Krodha; which are believed to protect the outside of a sacred
area 1191. The row of deities round the top of the stzZpa, forming the inner row in the
painting, consists of the group of the nine planets (Navagraha) (see p. 2 7 ) ) together with
the Hindu god Siva. This group of ten protects the sacred area in the upper regions, in
the same way as the ten guardians of the cardinal points (Lokaprlla), to wlloln they are
iconographically related [z(,l.
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The whole painting forms an iconographical unity, which is found not only in paintings,
but also in architecture.
The goddess Prajfiiipiiramitii may appear in the group of seven goddesses (Saptaviira)
instead of ParnaSabari (XVLIa) [IZ] or together with the Bodhisattva AvalokiteSvara.
Both are frequently depicted on either side of the figure of the Buddha, in paintings
as well as in wood-carvings, and form, together with the Buddha, the "three Jewels"
(triratna), that is, the Buddha, the doctrine (dharma), which is symbolized by the figure
of Prajfiiipiiramitii, and the community of the Bodhisattvas (sangha), which is represented
by AvalokiteSvara. PrajfiFipiiramitFi also appears independently. She is the persorlification
of "the perfection of wisdom" (prajfiiipiiramitd), and she may be surrounded by a group
of five other "perfections" (piiramitd) (XLII) (12).
Astral Divinities
As astrology plays an important role in daily life in Nepal, it is to be expected that the
worship of the heavenly bodies (the sun, the moon, the planets and the fixed stars) was
quite popular. The stone sculptures of the sun-god Siirya continue the Indian iconographical formula [z6].
The moon-god Candra may appear in the centre of a painting (XLVIII). He is surrounded by the sun and the seven planets, the sixteen phases of the moon (from new moon
to full moon or the other way about), all deified, the deified 'Lunar Mansions' (Nak~atra),
which are constellations of fixed stars through which the moon passes in the course of a
year and which are twenty-eight in number, four guardians of the sky (Lokapfila) and a
row of auspicious symbols (mangala). I t is clear that the painting is Buddhist from the
figures of the five Buddhas painted in the upper part and also from the Buddhist story
(SaSajFitaka) [IZ] depicted in the lower corners
The group of the planets can also be found in reliefs and paintings (XLII:). According
to Indian mythology there are nine planets. These are the sun, the moon, the five usual
planets, a separate 'planet' of the eclipse, which is called Riihu, and a 'planet' of the meteor
called Ketu. Nepal has taken over the Indian tradition of illustrating the group of the
nine planets (Navagraha) on lintels (XLVIIb). The planets are worshipped both by Buddhists and by Hindus. Representations of the 'Lunar Mansions' (Nak~atra)are sometimes
found on the lower parts of struts supporting the roof of Buddhist monasteries (XLI'IIa).
They are represented in human form and sit on various mounts or thrones and have
different colours. The attributes are lotuses and the gestures of the hands are the same for
all the figures, although they may differ from one series to another [IZ].

EXPLANATIONS T O T H E ILLUSTRATIONS
Plate I
a. - Pond with small shrine, Godavari. The small shrine has been erected over a natural
cavity in the rock, which is worshipped as the goddess of the earth. There are several
other little shrines with images of Hindu and Buddhist deities.
b. - Stone sculpture of Siva Nilakantha, BZlZju. The sculpture is also provided with
iconographical features of V i ~ n uand probably dates from the seventh century A.D.
Plate 11
Wall-painting on a shrine in the Itum BZhZ, Kathmandu; sixteenth century A.D.
Plate 111
a. - Stone as an object of worship, Svayambhiinath. The stone is painted white, like a
stcpa. Two lion figures on both sides indicate the sacred nature of the stone.
b. - Unhewn stone representing GaneSa, Bhaktapur. The faint resemblance to the
elephant-headed god GaneSa is accidental, cp. IV c.
Plate I V
a. - Worship of C2mundZ.
b. - Rows of stones on top of a hill, where the MZtyka-goddess Camunda is worshipped,
Bhaktapur.
c. - Unhewn stone in a shrine against a wall. The stone is worshipped as Kaumsri.
Note the small cavity in the wall behind the stone. Bhaktapur.
Plate V
Painted figure of Bhairava round four cavities in the wall of the CandeSvari temple,
Banepa.
Plate V I
a. - Entrance to the temple of the White Matsyendraniitha, I<athmandu. The temple
dates from the sixteenth century A.D.
b. - Bronze image of Tar2 upon one of the pillars in front of the temple of the ilihitc
Matsyendranstha.
c. - White stone worshipped as a stG$n, situated in front of the temple.
Plate V I I
a. - Temple of the Red Matsyendraniitha, Patan; seventeenth century A.D.
b. - Image of the Red Rilatsyendran5tha, placed over the entrance to the court-yard
of the temple of thc Red Matsyendraniitha, Patan.
Plate V I I I
a. - The house of I<umZri at Basantapur, I<athmandu; eighteenth century.
b. - The court-yard of the house of I<umZri.
c. - Tympanum with wood-carving of the Gocldess I(urn5ri in thc HZkZ BZh5, Patan,
eighteenth century A.D.
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Plate I X
a. - Temple of Visnu NZrZyana a t TaumZdhi, Bhaktapur. The temple is called Tilamsdhava. There are three pillars in front of the entrance, which support the emblems of
Viy>u: the disk, the conch and Visnu's bird Garuda.
b. - The base of one of the pillars with a representation of the Boar (varZha) AvatZra.
Plate X
a. - ChZr NBrByana-temple a t Darbar Square, Patan ; sixteenth century A.D.
b. - Lower part of a strut of the roof of the temple. Erotic scene.
Plate X I
a. - The same temple. Wooden strut with representation of ITi:nu standing on his
bird Garuda.
b. - Wooden strut with representation of the Varaha Avatsra.
Plate X I I
a. - Wooden strut with representation of the Narasimha AuatBra.
b. - Wooden strut with representation of V i ~ n uTrivikrama.
Plate X I I I
a. - Bronze image of Garuda, supported by a pillar. Court-yard of the temple of the
Red MatsyendranBtha, Patan; nineteenth century A.D.
b. - Sculpture of Hanuman in a little shrine, Hanuman Dhoka, Kathmandu.
c. - Worship of an image of Hanuman near the entrance of the former royal palace,
Kathmandu. The sculpture is placed upon a high pedestal and is covered with clothes and
garlands.
Plate XIV
a. - Temple of Siva KumbheSvara, Patan; constructed 1392 A.D.
b. - Entrance to the temple. The figure of the bull Nandin, which is Siva's animal,
is placed in front of it. There are two tridents with drums on both sides of the door and
struts with representations of Siva and PZrvati.
Plate XV
a. - Temple of Siva PaSupatinBtha on the hill of PaSupatingth, near Kathmandu.
seventeenth century A.D.
b. - The river Bagmati streaming along the temple-complex, and platforms for cremation.
c. - Sivalinga at PaSupatingth. Licchavi-period, fifth century A.D. The base in the
form of a yoni is modern. The three stripes, which are a symbol of Siva, have recently
been painted on the forehead.
Plate XVI
a. - The temple of Siva SomZliiigeSvara, Kathmandu. Modern construction built
with the materials of an older temple.
b. - Figure of Bhairava carved in one of the pillars of the same temple.
c. - Figure of a MBtrkB-goddess carved on a pillar in the same temple.
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Plate XVII
a. - Small shrine of GaneSa, Hanuman Dhoka, Kathmandu.
b. - Worship of GaneSa in another shrine of GaneSa, Kathmandu.
c . - Image of Bhairava in an open shrine, Hanuman Dhoka, Kathmandu.
Plate XVIII
a. - Tympanum with wood-carving representing the goddess Durga slaying the demon
Mahisa in the form of a buffalo (Durgs Mahi~iisuramardini).House of Kumari at Basantapur, Kathmandu.
b. - Tympanum with wood-carving representing the goddess Vatsals. Vatsalii Devitemple, Pasiipatinsth.
Plate XIX
a. - Tfirani Devi-temple, Kathmandu; seventeenth century A.D.
b. - Wooden strut of the same temple. Representation of Durga standing upon a
pair of lions.
c. - Wooden strut of the same temple. Representation of one of the Mfitykg-goddesses,
Vai~navi.
Plate XX
a. - Entrance to the former royal palace in Bhaktapur.
b. - Tympanum with relief of the tutelary goddess of the royal family, viz. Taleju
Bhavgni. Detail of XXa.
Plate XXI
a. - Court-yard and shrine of Vajravsrfihi, Chapagaon.
b. - Worship of Vajravarfihi in the shrine.
c. - Tympanum with representation of Vajravsrfihi, which is placed over the entrance
to the shrine.
Plate XXII
Wall-painting of the lake that once was the valley of Kathmandu. Itum Bshfi, Kathmandu. In the middle of the lake, which is inhabited by snakes (nZga), a small stiipa on
a radiating lotus-flower is represented.
Plate XXIII
Wall-painting, Itum Bahfi, Kathmandu. The Bodhisattva MaiijuSri cleaves the mountains with his sword in order to set free the water of the lake and to create the valley.
Plate XXIV
a. - Stupa on top of the hill of Svayambhunath.
b. - Worship of the stiipa with a festive procession.
c. - Stairs leading to the top of the hill. Modern statues of the Buddha on either side.
Plate XXV
a. - So-called ASoka-st@a near Lagankhel, Patan. The stiipa represents the beginning
of the development of the stiipa and dates from the first centuries A.D. The niches at
the four cardinal points and the pinnacle are later additions.
b. - Votive stiipa, near Ashoka Vinfiyaka, Kathmandu. Probably 18th century. The
base is in the form of a receptacle used for a Sivalinga and is surrounded by a snake.
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Plate XXVZ
a. - Court-yard of a Buddhist monastery with votive stzZpas and mandalas. Hiikii
BShS, Patan.
b. - Entrance to the shrine of the same monastery.
Plate XXVII
a. - Outside of a Buddhist monastery with wooden strut, which has been carved with
the figure of a Krodha, SumbharSja. Chusya BBha, Kathmandu.
b. - Buddhist protective goddess (Yaksini) standing in SZlabhaiijikd-posture under
the foliage of a tree. Carving in a wooden strut supporting the roof on the outside of a
monastery. Woku BShS. Patan; thirteenth century A.D.
Plate XXVIII
a. - Standing Buddha, SvayambhiinBth ; seventeenth century A.D.
b. - Figures of the Buddha standing against the base of a votive stii+a.
Plate XXIX
a. - Votive s t w a in the court-yard of the Woku BShB, Patan. On the four sides of
its base the four Buddhas are represented, whereas the fifth Buddha is represented by
the stz2pa itself. The Buddha Ak~obhyais sculptured in relief.
b. - The Buddha AmitSbha from the same votive stz2pa.
Plate XXX
a. - The Buddha Amoghasiddhi from the same stiipa.
b. - The Buddha Ratnasambhava from the same stii+a.
Plate XXXI
a. - Painting of the five Buddhas over a door. Chusya BShS, Kathmandu.
b. - The five Buddhas, carved in a wooden tympanum over the entrance to the shrine
in the house of KumBri, Kathmandu. The Buddhas are represented in 'non-human' form.
Plate XXXII
a. - Detail from the same tympanum with the Buddha Vairocana.
b. - Detail of the top of the same tympanum with Vajrasattva.
c. - Detail of the figure below the Buddha Vairocana with Vajradhara.
Plate XXXIII
a, b, c, d. - Details of the same tympanum with the Buddhas Ratnasambhava (a),
Amit Sbha (b), Ak~obhya (c) and Amoghasiddhi (d).
Plate XXXI V
a. - Wooden strut with carving of the Buddha Amoghasiddhi in 'non-human' form.
Chun BShB, Kathmandu.
b. - Wooden strut with carving of the Buddha Ak~obhyain 'non-human' form. Itum
B5h3, Kathmandu.
Plate XXXV
a. - Tympana with wood-carvings of MaiijuSri (centre) and Maiijuvajra (left). HBkS
BBhB, Patan.
b. - Detail of the tympanum with Maiijuvajra as the central figure. HSk2 BShB, Patan.
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Plate X X X V I
a, b. - Detail of another tympanum in the HakZ BZhi with Mafijuhri Dharmadh~tuvsgiivara as the central figure (a) and a 'non-human' form of Vajrasattva on top (b).
Plate X X X V I I
a. - Avalokitehvara, Icathe Sim Bhu, Kathmandu. Stone sculpture, early ninth
century A.D.
b. - AvalokiteSvara. Wood-carving in a strut in the Caturvarna Mahavihsra, a Buddhist monastery in Bhaktapur; probably seventeenth century A.D.
Plate X X X V I I I
a. - Lower part of a strut in the Caturvarna MahZvihfira, Bhaktapur. Representation
of a punishment in hell.
b. - Lower part of another strut in the same monastery. Relief of AvalokiteSvara
giving nectar (amyta) to pretns (ghosts).
Plate X X X I X
Wooden strut in the Itum Bahs, Kathmandu. Representation of one of the Paiicarak~sgoddesses, Sahasrapramardini.
Plate X L
a, b. - Two other struts in the same monastery with wood-carvings of Pratisara (a)
and PlIah2mZyiiri (b).
Place X L I
a, b. - Two struts in the same monastery with wood-carvings of MahfimantrZnusZrani
(a) and Sitavati (b).
Plate X L I I
Tympanum over the entrance to the Chusya Bahfi, Kathmandu. Representation of
Prajfiaparamita (central figure) surrounded by five other female figures representing
other "perfections" (pZramiti).
Plate X L I I I
Painting on cloth (pats), Vereniging van Vrienden der Aziatische Kunst, Rijksmuseum,
Amsterdam, Nr. MAK 1247; ca. I500 A.1). The central figure is Vasudhsrs.
Plate X L I V
Painting on cloth (pa,ta), Rijksmuseum voor Volkcnkunde, Leiclen. Nr. 27g8/11. Representation of the goddes Usni~avijaySin the centre of a stz?$a.
Plate X L V
a, b, c, d. - Wooden struts in the Chusya Bsha, Kathmandu, with carvings of Vasudhsra, Vajravidsrani, Ganapatihrdaya and Usni~avijay2.I n the lower parts 'Lunar hlansions' (nak~ntra)are represented.
Plate X L V I
a, b, c. - Wooden struts in the Chusya BZh2, Kathmandu, with carvings of ParnaSabari, MZrici and Grahamfityka. The lower parts have 'Lunar Mansions'.
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Plate X L V I I
a. - Detail of the lower part of one of the struts in the same monastery with the 'Lunar
Mansion' Revati (inscription: rejoti).
b. - Stone relief of the Nine Planets. Near NyBtapola-temple, Bhaktapur.
Plate X L V I I I
Painting on cloth (pata). Vereniging van Vrienden der Aziatische Kunst , Kij ksmuscum,
Amsterdam, Nr. MAI( 1246. 1525 A.D. The central figure is Candra, the moon-god, who
is surrounded by astral deities.
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